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With the increasing availability of smart phones and other mobile devices with sens-

ing capabilities, a class of problems known as participatory sensing is becoming

increasingly popular. Participatory sensing refers to a sensing system in which hu-

mans voluntarily participate in the system, actively contributing to sensing, either

by passively carrying devices or actively engaging in sensing. With respect to op-

portunistic networks, humans provide mobility and decision-making difficult to im-

plement in dedicated sensor networks. Participatory sensing is also a more scalable

solution since the costs are far lower than the costs associated with deploying a ded-

icated larger or computationally intensive sensor network. However, by involving

humans, many issues must be addressed in designing a participatory sensing sys-

tem. In this chapter we discuss several issues in participatory sensing system design,

then introduce several papers on existing systems and study lessons that can be ap-

plied towards designing a new system. Finally, we conclude by presenting our own

participatory sensing system and results from its simulations.1

1.1 Introduction

Over the past decade, our ability to gather information about our world has drasti-

cally improved. Technology has allowed for cheaper sensors, better communication,

hardware that can be powered longer, and increasingly mobile sensor networks [1].

This has led to a type of sensor network applications often referred to as participa-

tory sensing. Specifically, participatory sensing refers to a sensing system in which

humans are carriers for sensing platforms known as “nodes” and voluntarily partic-

ipate in the system. Various definitions with varying specifics exist in literature, but

the general consensus is that the problem involves humans directly contributing to

sensing, either by passively carrying devices or actively engaging in sensing.

In this chapter we discuss participatory sensing by first introducing its definitions

in Section 1.2, then identifying some of the challenges that designers of such systems

face in Section 1.3. Since the primary concern in running such systems is maintain-

ing participation, we introduce economics concepts to help formalize the idea of

incentives for rewarding long-term participation in Section 1.4. Having introduced

foundations and challenges, we shift our focus in Section 1.5 to privacy, which is

an important issue in participatory sensing. We then describe two more participatory

sensing systems, one of which is our own system, in Section 1.6. Finally we end the

chapter with concluding remarks in Section 1.7.

1.2 Problem Definition

In order to monitor the environment, sensors have been used in a variety of situa-

tions ranging from static deployments such as personal weather monitoring to mo-

bile swarms of nodes designed to locate and track phenomena [2, 3, 4]. In sensor

networks, range and lifetime of systems are limited by available power. In traditional
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mobile networks, sensors must dedicate some of their limited energy to movement,

which detracts from the amount of energy they can use to sense, process, and com-

municate. By using mobility of living organisms, such as animals in ZebraNet [5],

device energy does not have to be used for movement. Carriers will always go to

areas of their interests, whether or not the application is suited to their lives. In Ze-

braNet, where the goal is to track a zebra population, the application is inherent to

mobility of the carriers, which are the zebras themselves.

As mentioned previously, participatory sensing can be viewed as the problem

of using voluntarily contributions from humans and their devices to collect measure-

ments about a particular phenomenon. More discussion on how a system can leverage

human involvement follows in Section 1.3.

1.3 Issues In Participatory Sensing

Participatory sensing is not without its challenges. Since it is still a type of sensor net-

work, problems relating to hardware, communication, and application design found

in traditional sensor networks still apply. Mobility is achieved through human move-

ment [6], but integrating humans into the system introduces several new types of

challenges as well. Before examining a paper on one of these challenges, we outline

some of the key issues and their impact on designing participatory sensing systems.

1.3.1 Data

The purpose of a participatory sensing system is to perform some variety of sensing

task. One of the most obvious design decisions is determining what measurements

are required to achieve the system’s goal, and what hardware is required to support

these measurements. Beyond the basic type of measurements, additional require-

ments may be needed such as resolution of data, how often samples are provided,

geographic coverage, etc.

Once data has been acquired it must be put to use, or stored so it can be later used.

Ignoring privacy for the moment, a design decision still needs to be made about if the

system will have a central repository, if data only exists on nodes, or if a third-party

entity owns the data. Additionally, designers must anticipate what kinds of queries

and reporting should be run on data, and ensure that these extractions are facilitated

by the system’s information flow and processing capabilities.

As an example, a myopic design for wildlife detection might be a system that

runs a vision algorithm on collected images, and reports only if a particular species

is in the image or not. Later, a query of interest might be “What is the population

distribution of a particular species across the area of interest?” This question can-

not be answered with the data stored (a binary ‘yes’ or ‘no’), but could have been

answered if the reports extracted from the vision algorithm had included a count of

features corresponding to wildlife. Once a system is deployed it can be difficult to

change design details. It may be difficult to communicate with users, access user-
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owned nodes and push updates. Additionally, doing so may incur costs in the form

of inconvenience to users.

1.3.2 Coordination

An important decision, independent of the types of measurements taken, is who takes

samples and how often. Assuming that privacy is not an issue, there are still several

factors to consider. A simple sensor network deployment design is to have static

sensors that sense and report on a fixed schedule. Without incurring communica-

tion overhead or adding a central controller, such a system cannot react to dynamic

changes or events that cannot be perceived without a global view. If the system is

synchronous, and run by one or more central controllers which dictate which nodes

take measurements and which types of samples to take, these issues can be avoided.

However, this “client-server” model adds communication overhead, and depending

on the network conditions, can result in significant lag. Either the controller risks

running on an outdated view of the sensors, or sensors may spend time idling while

states are updated and while waiting for instructions from the controller.

Alternatively, decisions could be made by the human operators. To continue with

the aforementioned wildlife detection example, in a synchronous system the con-

troller might decide to request samples when nodes were known to be close to local

areas of interest, or areas where no information was recorded. Without such a con-

troller, the nodes might resort to simply taking an image periodically and submitting

a measurement. When considering resource usage, it might be better if users took a

picture when they spotted wildlife or were at a location known to require addition

sampling. Such a user-driven approach is one alternative to having a central coordi-

nator. Upon examination, the idea of users knowing which locations need additional

data came up. This ties into the challenge in Section 1.3.1, since seeing something

like a report of number of measurements by location is yet another query that might

not be anticipated by a designer who only considered the system’s end-goal. Such

reporting also brings up software engineering challenges in APIs and usability.

A third option is to use a peer-to-peer, or ad hoc, network. In this case there

is little to no structure, and events or queries drive the behavior of the network. A

discussion of ad-hoc techniques is outside the scope of this chapter. While in tradi-

tional sensor networks work has been done on peer-to-peer setups [7], applying the

paradigm of participatory sensing to such networks is an open problem [8].

1.3.3 Privacy And Security

By involving humans in the sensing process, the data that comes out of the system

may reflect information about the participants. In general, this information is not

part of the goals of the sensing task, but is an issue nonetheless. For example, many

sensing tasks involve spatio-temporal context (a time and a place). If the identity

of the user is not adequately protected, then access to reports could reveal exactly

where someone was at a particular time. This constitutes a breach of privacy, and is

undesirable [8].
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To solve this issue, a designer might implement security measures to provide

authentication and encryption so only authorized users could see records. This could

be combined with an anonymization technique to let participants be credited for their

contributions, but not directly exposed [6]. Having a secure repository or identity

authority adds a point of failure to the system, and depending on the sensitivity of

user data may not be sufficient. For example, consider a participatory sensing system

in which users detect chemicals known to be byproducts of improvised explosive

devices (IEDs). Such devices have been used in areas of unrest. Privacy violations

could result in an individual being at risk of harm or suffering social losses.

A problem with anonymizing identifiers is that they are not sufficient to protect

against cases where a potential adversary has prior knowledge about its victims. In

the above example, if access to the reports was gained, the adversary could simply

target locations that corresponded to residences to discourage participation. Here

the identity of the individual is not revealed directly through the report’s identifier,

but the location information is sufficient to cause privacy violation. This example

illustrates that in order to provide privacy, attributes other than identification need to

be considered. This challenge is addressed in several of the papers that we discuss

throughout the chapter. Furthermore, this example illustrates that a solution in which

nodes handle real-time queries with no central data repository is still at risk of privacy

violations.

One solution to the problem of particular locations being compromising is to al-

low participants to disable participation in specific locations. However, if participants

opt to send in very few measurements which are at locations and times where other

participants also report, then they are less unique and thus harder to identify based on

attribute analysis. This suggests a trade-off between exposure and privacy, as well as

privacy and coverage of a system. Regulating the diversity of measurements ties into

the previous issue of coordination since a controller can leverage its knowledge about

the current data repository and participant privacy demands to minimize privacy loss

when selecting which participants should sense. Note that not every application is

well-suited to using a controller to make decisions about measurements.

Privacy is also a concern in anticipating data uses [9, 1]. If bandwidth and stor-

age are not issues, one approach to prevent the system from being too short-sighted

about data collection would be to collect as much data on as many types of mea-

surements as possible, and append the richest metadata to all reports. However, the

more information provided in reports, the easier it is to leverage prior knowledge and

violate user privacy. Thus a balance must be struck between how much information

needs to be stored to enable using data, and how limited the information should be to

provide privacy protection. An example where privacy invasion may be overlooked

is in the case of browser-based e-mail, which may collect a user’s location data, but

the primary functionality may blind users to the privacy risks [10].

1.3.4 Human Concerns

In participatory sensing, the device which humans use to sense is often their cellular

device [8, 11]. This may be a feature phone or a smartphone, possibly with additional
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sensors interfacing through technologies such as Bluetooth. In all of these cases,

the user has everyday uses for their devices, such as phone calls, messaging, and

a wide variety of apps. These uses require energy, as does running a participatory

sensing system [12]. Thus, supporting the participatory sensing task has a tangible

cost. Furthermore, this cost may not be considered a renewable resource depending

on the timescale, since there is no guarantee about when a user can charge their

device next.

Communication also imposes upon the user. Bandwidth used for participatory

sensing may cause performance degradation in other activities the user would nor-

mally do on their phones. In addition, the users may have a limited amount of data

they are allowed to transmit and receive based on service provider restrictions.

Convincing users to go “off the beaten path” and perform sensing tasks or go

places that are outside of their normal behavior is something the system should be

designed to do if necessary. As a simple example, a sensing campaign to assess the

levels of background noise in a city may require users to go to areas that are con-

sidered less desirable for reasons such as safety. While some users may normally

traverse these areas, in order to get sufficient sampling the system may need more

users to travel through those regions. While human mobility is convenient to use

when it coincidences with the needs of a sensing system, designers must be aware of

its limitations.

If the sensing task is not passive, then users spend time and effort to contribute

to the it. Users may have a feeling that their time has worth, and justifying the use of

their time towards participatory sensing should be something designers are prepared

to do. In the case of subjective and qualitative metadata added by users, additional

resources may have to be spent to verify user input and manage users.

1.3.5 Participants

The salient feature of participatory sensing is the voluntary participation of users.

Without users, the system cannot survive. Furthermore, humans can act in a variety

of ways that do not benefit the system, such as never contributing, falsifying results,

or providing information that does not satisfy requirements. While we do not discuss

issues in reviewing data or recruitment of users in-depth, research exists in literature

on the topic [13].

Another issue is that since user participation is voluntary, they can stop partici-

pating at any time for any reason. Whether motivation is intrinsic (such as users par-

ticipating in a sensing campaign that will better their community) or extrinsic (such

as the system providing compensation for user participation), the system designers

should be aware of what is needed to provide and reinforce motivation [11]. Addi-

tionally, system designers must be aware that participants can start or stop participat-

ing at any time. In Section 1.4 we cover terms and develop ideas about incentive to

support the idea of extrinsic motivation to encourage participation.
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1.4 Applying Market Mechanisms

Earlier in the chapter, it was established that persistent participation is essential to

participatory sensing, and that this required potential users to be motivated to use

the system. In Section 1.5, a scheme for participatory privacy regulation will be dis-

cussed. One of the advantages of the approach described in that paper is that by

having users be involved in design, research, and regulation, they are intrinsically

motivated to continue participating. Unfortunately, this kind of involvement is not

always a realizable option. Even in cases where users are involved, incentive that is

extrinsic to the sensing application can help reinforce participation. When users do

not have any personal reason to join a system, or when they avoid a system because of

perceived inconvenience incurred through participation, incentive is a useful tool. To

discuss incentives, we refer to economic and market theory, which is a well studied

subject [14].

In economics, a market is a system with one or more goods. These goods, which

are produced by sellers, have a price associated with them. Buyers purchase goods

from seller in exchange for currency. In this chapter we will consider the currency

to be “incentive” and do not specify whether it is a monetary or otherwise tangible

reward, or some sort of intangible reward such as points for ranking on a virtual

leaderboard. One way to model participatory sensing with a central controller is to

view it as a buyer of goods which are produced when participants perform sensing

tasks. This makes participants the seller, meaning they place a price on the imaginary

good produced by performing a sensing task. This price may be affected by factors

about the human behind it, such as perceived sensitivity or valuation of their time and

resources. Much like in markets with tangible goods, multiple producers, and supply

exceeding demand, sellers (participants) are forced to compete with each other to try

and sell their goods to a buyer. If participation is sufficient, this supply and demand

relationship can be met and competition affects prices. Otherwise, the only limiting

factor is budget of buyers (sensing applications).

Deciding how to set prices under competition is not a trivial problem, however

before addressing this issue we examine another problem. How sellers and buyers

interact must be defined to have any idea what sorts of strategies a buyer or seller

might take to try and maximize their utility. Utility for a seller is the price paid less the

cost of producing the good. For a buyer, the utility is their valuation of the good they

wish to buy less the price they pay. Since buyers and sellers in a participatory sensing

campaign have an interest in the same types of goods, we can apply the concept

of an auction. In an auction, an auctioneer requests bids, and provides a good in

exchange for payment from a winner selected by the auctioneer. In a reverse auction,

the auctioneer still collects bids and selects a winner. However, the auctioneer gives

the winner a payment and receives a good in exchange. While reverse auctions are

not the only way to leverage incentive, they are the way our approach (discussed

at the end of Section 1.6) manages incentive to address participation, inspired by

Lee and Hoh’s work described next. The auction model considers buyers and sellers

interacting directly, however other successful incentive mechanisms have been used,

such as recursive incentive [15].
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An auction mechanism defines the rules which determine how bids are submitted

and how winners are determined from the bids. A simple auction mechanism is the

first price sealed bid auction. In this type of auction, bidders submit their prices to the

auctioneer. All prices are secret, so participants do not learn each other’s bids. The

auctioneer then selects the winner with the best bid (highest if a forward auction,

and lowest if a reverse auction). The advantages of this mechanism are that it is very

easy for the auctioneer to run, and very easy for bidders to understand. However,

the first price sealed bid auction does not lend itself well to the recurring reverse

auction scenario of participatory sensing. Recurring auctions simply mean that there

are multiple rounds. Each round is like a single auction, however bidders and the

auctioneer can learn over time from repeated rounds.

To illustrate why first price is not a good choice, we provide a simple example.

Suppose that there are N bidders and each round of the auction M winners will be

selected by the auctioneer. Further suppose that for any bidder i, there is some true

valuation vti , which is the lowest price bidder i is willing to offer. The auctioneer

will select the M lowest bidders each time, by the rules of the auction. If the bids of

the participants are static and participants are sorted so that for bidder i and j, with

bids bi and b j respectively, ∀i, j : bi < b j, then participants 1...M always win, and

M+1...N always lose. The auctioneer has no reason to change which participants it

picks as winners, since despite the fact N−M participants never win, its expense is

minimized.

However, Lee and Szymanski discovered the so-called “bidder drop phe-

nomenon” [16, 17], which results from participants motivated by the belief that they

should receive incentive at least some of the time. When expectations are not met,

users stop participating by dropping out of the auction. A decrease in competition

does not seem inherently bad - the remainingM nodes can satisfy the system, at least

for some time. Even ignoring the eventuality of battery depletion, there is a problem

with this situation. The assumption was that bids remain the same over time. How-

ever, suppose one or more nodes occasionally probe the market by increasing their

bid slightly to b′i when they win, and reducing their bid back to their original bi if

they lose. To examine the impact of this with the least complication, consider what

happens with this exploration of price when onlyM participants remain. Any partic-

ipant can increase its bid by an arbitrary amount and still win the next auction. As a

result, the only limiting factor on how high the bids can go is the system’s budget.

This is an undesirable scenario, and can be prevented by keeping competition alive,

which is done by maintaining participation. Thus, participation is important and can-

not be sustained by first price auctions, even assuming that participants are honest

and do not collude.

Now that we have defined reverse auctions and suggested how they might be used

in a participatory sensing campaign, we explore a paper that shares our beliefs and

presents an auction mechanism [10]. In addition to presenting an auction mechanism,

ReverseAuctionDynamic Price withVirtual ParticipationCredit (RADP-VPC), and

ways to measure its performance, the authors provide a formula for Return on Invest-

ment (ROI) which is a formal way to discuss participant tolerance to losses.

The authors postulate the use of reverse auction for distributing incentives to
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participants. A problem in modeling a reverse auction is that the true valuations of

participants must be decided. The authors suggest that true valuation encapsulates

all aspects of the “user’s investment” - power consumption, resources, privacy, etc. -

but this is a dynamic valuation. Depending on the location, time, campaign, resources

available, etc. the true valuation of a particular participant may vary. This observation

is in line with other research which suggests that certain locations may be sensitive

and thus reflect a higher true valuation, or that changing social pressures might alter

the risk of social costs associated with participating.

A fixed price mechanism is a simple solution, where all goods are viewed equal

and the auctioneer pays the same amount for any given measurement. However, due

to the heterogeneous nature of prices, as well as the dynamic nature of valuations,

fixed price incentive is not an optimal solution. Either the mechanism risks dispens-

ing far too much incentive to retain participation, or selects a fixed price that leads

to significant numbers of participants dropping out due to their expectations about

winning not being satisfied.

Expectations about winning are formally viewed as whether or not a participant’s

ROI value is above a threshold or not. If ROI for a participant falls below a threshold,

which is 0.5 in the paper, they stop participating. The authors define ROI as follows:

Definition 1.1 Let us assume that participant i at round r with ROI Sir, has partici-

pated in pri rounds prior to r, with true valuation ti, and tolerance to loss βi. Then

Sri =
eri +βi

pri · ti+βi

�

As discussed in Section 1.4, first price auctions run the risk of prices growing out

of control. The authors describe the same scenario, referring to the M nodes that al-

ways win as a “winning class”, and the remaining nodes as a “losing class”. They call

the unchecked growth of prices “incentive cost explosion.” To prevent this from hap-

pening, they add the concept of VPC - virtual credits that are rewarded to participants

when they bid but do not win an auction round. The idea is that virtual credit will

keep the cost from growing out of control by sustaining competition. RADP-VPC

has a parameter α , which represents the amount of credit awarded for each con-

secutive round a participant loses. If participant i bids b
j
i in round j, and has lost k

consecutive rounds, the auctioneer treats their bid as b
j
i −kα . If the participant wins,

k is reset to 0, and they are paid b
j
i . If a participant’s true valuation is higher, they

can eventually win through VPC and not drop off (as long as they have enough ROI

tolerance). Lower true valuations still win when there is not enough VPC artificially

pushing down the perceived bids of higher true valuation nodes. This allows all but

exceedingly intolerant participants to win, thus keeping ROI values above threshold.

The application that the authors consider is a sensing task which requires a set

number of measurements which are collected by a service provider. These measure-

ments are collected through mobile devices and are all the same type of measure-
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ment. Collection is facilitated by a system that is designed to adapt to the changes in

users’ valuations, minimize the total expenses (the amount of incentive dispensed),

and maintain quality of service which includes measurement precision, age, and ge-

ographic coverage. Age is important because in some cases, data is “perishable”,

meaning the usefulness of the data is affected by how long ago the data was sampled.

Since the system is designed for perishable data, periodically new samples must be

requested. This makes a system having recurring requests, which justifies designing

with recurring auctions in mind.

Recruiting participants is another competition maintenance strategy. Since partic-

ipants can drop out, recruiting former participants is a useful technique. If a partici-

pant dropped out, it means that the market conditions were not yielding incentive that

matched their expectations. However, since the environment and prices are dynamic,

it is possible that at a future point in time the distribution of bids will have changed

such that a participant could rejoin and start winning. To facilitate recruiting former

participants, any participant that is no longer participating is shown the highest price

that won in the most recent round. If a participant sees that its true valuation is less

than or equal to this revealed price, it should rejoin. The authors assume that only

participants who have dropped out will receive this information. Suggested meth-

ods of delivery are e-mail and SMS. When a participant has dropped out, it needs

to decide whether or not rejoining will benefit it. To do this it needs to calculate the

expected ROI of rejoining. The authors use the following definition:

Definition 1.2 Let participant i at round r have participated in pri rounds prior to

r, with true valuation ti, tolerance to loss βi, and receive revealed price ϕr. Then the

expected ROI, ESr+1
i is:

ESri =
eri +ϕr+βi

(pri +1) · ti+βi

�

To evaluate the performance of RADP-VPC, the authors compare it to the

Random Selection based Fixed Price (RSFP) mechanism, which randomly chooses

participants until quality of service is met for the round, and pays them each a fixed

price. Conceptually, the authors believe that RADP is better than RSFP from the

service provider’s view. This is because participants make the decisions about their

prices based on their knowledge about current valuations, as opposed to RSFP where

the mechanism is responsible for selecting a value that will satisfy the users’ price

expectations. To study the behavior of the mechanisms, strategies must be defined

for the users (otherwise known as agents) who participate. The authors assume risk-

neutral agents which react to winning or losing by modifying their bids. The authors

formulate the utilityUi for participant i as follows:

Definition 1.3 Let Ui be the utility for participant i, bidding bri in round r with

credit for winning ci(b
r
i ), true valuation ti, and probability gi(b

r
i ) of winning by bid-
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ding bri . Then

Ui(b
r
i ) = (ci(b

r
i )− ti) ·gi(b

r
i )

�

Furthermore, the attribute of “risk-neutral” is important. When considering agent

behavior, a designer must take into account how they view risk. Using the standard

auction terminology the authors distinguish the three risk attitudes and their corre-

sponding objectives, namely:

1. Risk preference: Maximize (ci(b
r
i )− ti)

2. Risk neutrality: MaximizeUi(b
r
i )

3. Risk aversion: Maximize gi(b
r
i )

As a user’s bid goes up, the gain from winning a round increases but probabil-

ity of winning decreases. Since the goal is to optimize Ui(b
r
i ), participants must be

aware of this trade-off as they set their bids. This leads to a simple bidding strategy

which we adopt in the simulation discussed later in Section 1.6. If a participant loses

in round r, then br+1
i ≤ bri so gi(b

r+1
i )≥ gi(b

r
i ) - either the bid and probability do not

change, or the bid is lowered so the probability of winning might increase. Symmet-

rically, if a participant wins in round r, then br+1
i ≥ bri so that gi(b

r+1
i )≤ gi(b

r
i ). This

adaptive behavior is bounded by the constraint that for any given round r,U r
i > 0 and

bri > ti.

The descriptions of the experiments conducted can be found in the original pa-

per. The results show that for a variety of distributions of ti RADP-VPC results in

lower total cost than RSFP. This is because in RADP-VPC, lower bid prices are fa-

vored. Because VPC prevents price explosion from happening, RADP-VPC results

in a more efficient use of budget, which is reflected in the total cost being lower. The

authors do not discuss how to tune the parameter α , but observe that while initially

increasing it results in a higher number of active participants, after a certain α the

number of participants starts to decrease. This suggests that there is an optimal value

for α . If the parameter is set too low, then the addition of recruitment can still result

in lower total cost, since the dynamic nature of market is advertised to participants

which can then rejoin based on their ESri .

The authors claim that because of VPC, if there is correlation between geographic

location and true valuation, that RADP-VPC will retain additional participants and

thus create a more geographically balanced set of data than a mechanism which does

not account for participation. However, there will still be a bias towards lower true

valuations, since data is time sensitive and gi(b
r
i ) for a participant i is higher if ti

is lower. This correlation may correspond to socio-economic factors that are geo-

graphic, such as economic disparity between neighborhoods.

Since the system is supposed to provide sufficient geographic coverage, addi-

tional design considerations can be taken. Considering arbitrarily defined regions,

an auction can be run in each region. This removes dependency between regions,
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creating several markets or auctions. Since separate auctions are run, if each auc-

tion corresponds to a group of similar true valuations, the markets are less stratified

and the bias caused by having a lot of participants with significantly cheaper true

valuations is diminished. An important feature in the paper’s experiments is that par-

ticipants do not move between regions. Depending on the definition of regions, this

can be an unrealistic assumption. Alternatively, if the regions are large enough to

guarantee that mobile users do not move from one region to another, the auctions

may be so large that no destratification will occur.

On the topic of privacy, the authors note that a limitation of the mechanism is

that participant locations are revealed whether they win or lose a round. Since true

valuation encapsulates several costs including privacy and resources, losers are pe-

nalized by bidding in the round, expending effort, and providing location, but not

receiving incentive. The authors suggest encrypting data until winners are decided

to get around this, but approximate location (regions, in the case of multiple smaller

auctions) is still provided, and encryption precludes any sort of data quality enforce-

ment. Another option is to use RADP-VPC with a “data broker”. This effectively

shifts the problem downstream to a third party who can manage security and privacy.

However, such an entity may be able to enforce more specific policies that better cater

to a participant, and allow the participant the opportunity to participate in auctions

across service providers.

Finally the authors mention several real-world challenges that face RADP-VPC.

In asynchronous systems, such as the one that is described by the next paper we

examine, the concept of an auction round is difficult to define. The length of time

that data is useful before perishing can help tune this value, since delaying decisions

longer than the data lifespan means by the time the auctioneer selects winners, the

data may no longer be useful. Calibration of rounds may also be considered based

on supply and demand conditions. For example, if a newspaper is looking for pho-

tographs of an individual, and only one person has a photograph, that individual can

dictate whatever price they want. The newspaper can either wait for additional pho-

tographs to become available (extending the auction round), or accept that there is

a limited supply of measurements (images in this example), which may result in a

higher total cost for the system.

Systems may be heterogeneous, meaning multiple types of measurements are re-

quired. Formulating a mechanism and selecting winners from an auction becomes a

more difficult problem because measurements may not be equal in value, the system

may not require the same number of each type of measurement, and users may be at

risk of having resources depleted faster than expected if they are selected for many

types of measurements. One possible solution is to run a separate auction for each

type of measurement, but such auctions would be unable to determine if they were

overutilizing a given participant. The participant has the option of changing their ti
to reflect personal resources becoming increasingly scarce, but how this value should

change is not clear and might not be a quantity that users could easily determine. This

leads to another consideration, which is having a tool to automate bidding or assist

in adjusting bids. Like other systems which have interfaces, a major software engi-
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neering concern is making systems easy to use and understand while still providing

necessary information.

An important design consideration in any mechanism is to make sure it is robust

against collusions. Colluding is the act of one or more participants working together

and behaving in ways that may result in additional gains for the colluding parties at

the expense of other bidders. As a simple example of the recruitment vulnerability,

consider two participants i and j that decide to work together to maximize their

profit by splitting i’s profit. j participates in the first round and then quits. They then

receive information about the highest winning bid every round since the system tried

to attract it back. If frequent participation is required to avoid unnecessary disclosure,

j can consistently bid a value that is very large, or learn a less suspicious value that

guarantees losing auction rounds through adaptively increasingly their bid over time.

j then provides i with the highest winning bid, and i can use this information to make

winning bids much closer to the disclosed bid than they would otherwise be willing

to make based on only gi(b
r
i ). This results in a decrease in the efficiency of the overall

system. The authors do not discuss collusion protection techniques in this paper.

The authors mention a paper that attempted to develop an understanding of true

valuations. The study was done at a university with a limited demographic, so the

value at which users were willing to sell their data (25 cents) is not necessarily appli-

cable to all situations. However the insight that compensation can allow participation

despite privacy concerns, and that valuation is situational and a multi-disciplinary

problem, is still of value [18].

Privacy and security are not discussed beyond the need to keep recruitment mes-

sages personal, and data integrity being important, with the authors suggesting trust

management [19]. The paper shows challenges in mechanism design, and one solu-

tion for an auction mechanism that is oriented towards retention of participants. The

framework is general, and can be applied to any homogeneous client-server sensing

system. Considerations included whether or not it could apply to asynchronous sys-

tems or heterogeneous systems, and that true valuation is dynamic and reflects all

user valuation including cost of resources, privacy costs, and worth of a measure-

ment. In addition, the paper provided a formal way to look at incentive and tolerance

to losses through ROI.

The next paper we examine describes a system designed to study recycling prac-

tices at a university [20]. The measurements consisted of photographs of locations

where trash and recycling were deposited (such as “waste bins”) and optional tags

that participants could input prior to submitting the photographs. This system is of

particular interest to the chapter both because it is an example of asynchronous par-

ticipatory sensing, and because it explores the effect of different incentive schemes

applied to the task. While incentive does not necessarily involve application of the

concepts introduced earlier regarding markets, the COMPETE mechanism which is

described in the following discussion creates incentive-driven competition with the

goal of promoting participation.

The authors define participatory sensing based on three requirements:

1. Users are involved in decisions about what will be collected. This is the same
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belief as expressed while discussing participatory privacy [6] at the beginning

of Section 1.5, which has authors in common with this paper.

2. Users contribute data collected during daily routines. The mention of daily

routines is important since it suggests that participatory sensing systems are

tied to the patterns in human behavior.

3. Users are connected to the context/purpose of the tasks they perform.

Five incentive schemes were considered, four of which were micro-payment

schemes. Micro-payments are incentive rewarded on a smaller, more frequent level.

The incentive use discussed previously in this chapter has all been micro-payments

since incentive is awarded based on single actions or measurements. To make a fair

comparison between the five schemes, the maximum payout from each scheme was

the same, namely the MACRO amount.

� MACRO: One large payment for joining the experiment

� HIGHµ : 50 cents/valid measurement

� MEDIUMµ : 20 cents/valid measurement

� LOWµ : 5 cents/valid measurement

� COMPETEµ : Between 1 and 22 centers/valid measurement, based on how

many samples taken compared to other peers. Rankings were public, which

differs from the “sealed bid” approach of competitive incentive mechanisms

such as RADP-VPC.

Experiments were run using 55 Android phones. The authors found that COM-

PETE resulted in highest number of samples, but competition motivated some users

while others were indifferent or performed worse because of the competitive aspect.

Micro-payment options did better than MACRO since there was a system-imposed

sense of worth, where as MACRO users complained they were unsure what a mea-

surement was worth. This shows that the campaign and mechanism influence how

participants set their true valuations. Additionally, there was no incentive gain for

a MACRO user for submitting a photo, so the payment scheme inherently did not

encourage measurements. Looking at measurements over time, MACRO and COM-

PETE users became less motivated as the campaign continued. MACRO users cited

a loss of novelty over time. COMPETE users “burned out” over time, with it be-

coming less important if they held a higher rank. HIGHµ , MEDIUMµ , and LOWµ
users tended to ration out the number of measurements so that they would receive

maximum incentive by the end of the campaign span. As users fell behind in quota,

they would compensate later, causing slight increases. In the case of LOWµ , there
is a sharper increase near the middle of the campaign, since many more measure-

ments needed to be taken to reach the maximum reward compared to MEDIUMµ or

HIGHµ .
The quality was not strongly affected by the payment scheme used - in all cases
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the percentage of invalid pictures is low. However, in the case of COMPETEµ , 10%
or less of submissions had optional tags, while in all other schemes, an average of

50% or higher tags could be observed, with significant variation in the percentage.

Coverage was highest with COMPETEµ , where users would alter their routine

to seek additional measurement opportunities. This conflicts with the participatory

sensing definition suggesting data is collected during participants’ daily routines.

MACRO users did not alter behavior at all. The participants on the remaining micro-

payment schemes would alter their behavior by going to measurement sites that they

could see, but would not necessarily have measured if not on the micro-payment

scheme.

From the above results, it is evident that the incentive scheme influences be-

havior of participants. Furthermore, the scheme was made known to the user at the

beginning of the campaign, which supports the emphasis throughout the chapter on

transparency and ensuring that users understand mechanisms in the system. Authors

acknowledge it is an initial small scale study. It is unclear if longer periods would

have resulted in participants burning out regardless of payment scheme, and if the

percentage of measurements with tags would have changed. Fixed micropayments

appeared to perform the best - effectively the payment scheme translated into a goal

that was easy for participants to conceptualize. Authors suggest that if a mechanism

could be added to decrease “participant fatigue”, then COMPETEµ might perform

better. The issue of “participant fatigue” is important to consider in system design,

since this means a mechanism with the purpose of maintaining participation must

look at long-term behavior. One way this could be done is by using techniques dis-

cussed earlier in the chapter involving the ROI model and altering β over time. ROI

does not measure a cost in “interest in participating” based on the potential toll on

users of participating, however modeling such fatigue might be done in a manner

similar to the ROI equations. Lastly, this paper demonstrates that having a payment

scheme can improve coverage spatially and temporally, but not all designs result in an

improvement. Deciding if coverage is a critical factor and addressing it is a challenge

that participatory sensing system designers must consider, and this paper agrees with

our identification of coverage as a challenge in Section 1.3.

A sensing system that was not a participatory sensing system, but made use of

incentive to solve the problem of limited resources, was Self-Organizing Resource

Allocation (SORA) [12]. The motivation for the system was that sensor networks are

comprised of low power devices able to compute and communicate. This is also the

case with devices carried by humans in participatory sensing systems. The need to

minimize energy used by the system and thus allow more energy to be used by the

participant for normal tasks makes efficient allocation important. As discussed earlier

in the chapter, the environment and human factors are dynamic, so the adaptive nature

of SORA is also valuable to examine.

The nodes in the system are modeled as self-interested agents with the goal of

maximizing “profit”. In this paper, profit is virtual and is exchanged for virtual goods

which are produced by performing actions. While this is not directly useful for par-

ticipation, it illustrates a very different approach from reverse auctions to applying

market mechanisms. Since this paper was published in 2005, deployments would
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have consisted of dedicated nodes instead of nodes carried by humans. Excluding the

aspect of participation however, traditional distributed sensor networks share many

of the other attributes and challenges of participatory sensing systems.

The actions that the authors describe are taking samples, aggregating stored mea-

surements, listening for messages to forward, and transmitting messages. These same

basic functions can be applied towards participatory sensing networks, though due

to the use of mobile devices already connected to a service provider or wireless AP,

communication tends to be less of a concern. However, as we will discuss in when

exploring CarTel in Section 1.6, aggregation and delivery concerns are still applica-

ble to deployed participatory sensing systems.

The authors describe the adaptive behavior they expect from nodes as “dynamic”,

a term that was mentioned independently in Sections 1.3 and 1.4. The recurring use

of “dynamic” highlights an important detail of designing for participatory sensing

and in many traditional sensor network designs. Even if the system is assumed to

be static, its environment is likely changing in ways that necessitate system adaption

to it. By adding humans to participatory systems, the number of possible changes to

which the system must react increases. The authors support this observation by indi-

cating that a static schedule of actions, or a dynamic mix of actions on a fixed energy

budget, will ultimately result in potential energy waste. This happens because differ-

ent nodes are in different situations as defined by factors such as network topology

and proximity to phenomena of interest. As the network and environment change, the

optimal actions that any given node should take also change. The impact of a system

being dynamic is significant enough that the authors credit existing work in market

oriented programming [21], but assert that SORA differs in that it solves a real-time

allocation problem, whereas Wellman’s work only solves a static-allocation problem.

SORA applies reinforcement learning [22] by incorporating an exponentially

weighted moving average (EWMA), a well-known filter. Each node computes util-

ity u(a) for an action a based on the probability of payment βa and the price of the

action’s good, pa. βa represents the effect of the learning, and is adjusted using an

EWMA filter with sensitivity α . We omit the equations here, but they are described

by Mainland, Parkes, and Welsh in the original paper. In this way nodes learn actions

based on what benefits them. To influence the nodes, the system globally advertises a

vector of prices that specifies how much the system is willing to pay for a particular

action-produced goods. The process of deciding which action to take is based on the

current global prices and the current state of the node. The state of the node is the

current energy budget. Note that goods are only purchased by the system if they are

useful (submitting/aggregating an interesting measurement, or routing an interesting

measurement towards the base station).

The system as described so far has not addressed how to incorporate energy.

As mentioned before, a fixed energy budget poses problems for resource allocation,

because nodes may consume energy too quickly. To rectify this, the authors use a

“token bucket model” in which the bucket can hold a maximum amount of energy,

(C), and the bucket fills at a rate of (ρ). The bucket size represents the largest amount

of energy that the node is allowed to use at once. IfC is set to the node’s entire battery,

then as in the fixed rate case, it is possible to deplete the battery rapidly, assuming ρ is
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not relatively large. ρ is a gradual “recharge over time” rate which may not represent

physical charging, but rather it could be used to model the fact that in the case of

user operated nodes, users periodically recharge their devices. In our discussion of

this paper, we only consider the original design, which is that ρ is designed to limit

frequent bursts, whileC controls the maximum burst of energy consumption allowed

at once. It is also worth noting that here, energy is a constraint and modeled as a

separate budget with a separate currency. This is unlike the previously mentioned

RADP-VPC, where true valuation encapsulated all perceived costs, including usage

of resources such as energy, and it used the same currency as the incentive.

The application that the authors consider is tracking vehicles through use of mag-

netometer measurements. Such an application would be hard to consider as a partic-

ipatory sensing task. Yet, if the task could be accomplished by user’s devices taking

pictures and running image processing, and vehicles were differentiable, the task

could be framed as a participatory campaign. Additionally, the authors state that

SORA is not specifically designed for vehicle tracking, so the design lessons are

general and can apply to participatory design. Specifically, SORA can used for other

systems as long as the actions (and resulting goods) are defined, and any dependen-

cies are explicitly stated. Since the nodes run a simple program, they cannot make

assessments independently to determine dependencies, and rely on knowing that an

action can or cannot be completed based on current goods (completed actions) ex-

plicitly.

In addition to being able to adapt and let different nodes express their circum-

stantial differences, the authors add a design goal of allowing control. The system

operator should be able to control node behavior, and this is done simply through the

global price vector. Any change made to this vector is propagated to the nodes. This

incurs some overhead, but the authors mention that any of several existing “efficient

gossip or controlled-flooding protocols” can be used. Still, the authors suggest that

price vector updates are done infrequently. Unlike adapting at the individual level,

control is important because some changes may require a global view to perceive and

respond to them. The control is not absolute, since nodes must react to the changed

price vector through the EWMA-based learning mentioned above. In experiments,

the authors found that without large changes in the global price vector, the effect was

hard to observe.

In order to adapt to changes, the nodes need to periodically try actions that are

not the most profitable. This risk-taking behavior is implemented by an ε-greedy al-

gorithm, where ε is a risk taking factor (the authors use ε = 0.05) . The nodes behave

as expected and take the action that currently is believed to maximize their profit with

probability 1− ε . The rest of the time, an action is chosen from all possible actions,

with uniform probability of choosing any given action. By having ε > 0, nodes can

never completely be blocked from learning about an action, regardless of the EWMA

α chosen. An interesting design lesson is that nodes must be given the chance to

explore the system, and this exploration can lead to local adaptivity. Whether a par-

ticipatory system designer tries to anticipate participants deviating from “rational”

behaviors or not, humans are liable to do so. For example, it is this deviation that

leads to the incentive cost explosion in the case of reverse auctions. If a designer as-
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sumes participants always act according to the expected algorithm, the system cannot

be designed to be robust against such behaviors.

The authors compare their algorithm against a static action schedule, a dynamic

action schedule that adjusts based on the current energy budget, and a “Hood tracker”

[23] to compare against a published system. Aggregation-based methods perform

worse with respect to error, however this is due to error being measured based on

where the target vehicle was when the base station received a given measurement.

Thus the additional time spent collecting measurements and processing them dur-

ing aggregation introduced time lag, which in turn increased the distance the ve-

hicle moved before the base station received the measurement. Any actions taken

that do not result in a measurement eventually arriving at the base station contribute

to wasted energy. The authors note that “In a perfect system, with a priori knowl-

edge... there would be no wasted energy.” The difference in energy efficiency be-

tween SORA and the static or dynamic methods are about 40% onceC > 1500. This

is due to SORA’s learning approach is and shows that the reinforcement learning

method results in much higher energy efficiency with small costs in accuracy.

Through experiments the authors examine the effects of ε and α . We do not sum-

marize those results here, however what the authors do find is that the two parameters

serve as a way to tune behavior prior to the experiment, while the global price vector

allows for control during the experiment. In the case of participatory sensing, ε and

α would be parameters the user could change, while the global price vector would

be an example of something the system operator would change. While in both cases,

parameters affect behavior, in the case of participatory sensing, the participants also

express control through parameters. To prevent the two groups from working against

each other, design should be oriented towards making a system easy to understand,

transparent, and having operators and participants cooperate. This is in line with the

philosophy suggested in by the first paper in Section 1.5. The other design lesson is

that sensor network applications require addressing “extreme resource limitation of

nodes” and the fact that the environment or universe is not fully known and over time

it changes.

1.5 Privacy Oriented Approaches

While the designs so far have primarily focused on incentives and maintaining partic-

ipation, we now shift focus to systems that were designed with a primary goal being

privacy. The first paper selected serves as a transition from focusing on participation

to focusing on privacy, by involving participants in the design of policies related to

privacy. We then discuss two systems that are designed with privacy involved, but do

not directly involve users in high-level decisions about information flow.

Privacy of participants and ethics regarding information collected by a participa-

tory sensing system are certainly a concern. We begin by summarizing and discussing

a paper that addresses these topics. For simplicity, we refer to “participatory urban

sensing” as ‘participatory sensing’ [6].

Shilton et al. state that designers of participatory sensing systems need to proac-
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tively take steps address to the needs and requests of users, which may be quite

diverse. In addition, they bring up the idea of “social trust” by stating that users must

be “significantly involved in the design process” in order to attain such trust. A def-

inition of social trust is not provided in the paper, however the general idea is that

participants in a system should be able to trust that the system will not misuse data

they provide. The authors agree that user participation is an important challenge,

and that addressing privacy through participation (“participatory privacy regulation”,

not to be confused with participatory sensing) is a way to use participants. This is

an application of human involvement unlike those considered earlier in this chapter.

Despite the lack of quantitative measurements, incorporating a participatory model

into privacy offers insight into the complexities of privacy and participation, and is

an approach that can be applied in design of such sensing systems.

In prior research that the Shilton’s group did on sensing projects, they found

that privacy concerns arose. These “serious privacy concerns” were identified when

tasks included location tracking and image capture, which are both example sensing

tasks that we independently suggested earlier in this chapter as uses for participatory

sensing. According to the authors, issues about privacy were “one of the first ethical

challenges”. This supports our belief that in participatory sensing system design,

privacy is an issue and must be addressed.

The authors note that sensing systems can be installed in which participation is

passive and achieved simply by being in the same space as the sensor system. The

passive nature of being “in” a participatory sensing system is backed up by other lit-

erature [24]. However, Shilton et al. suggest that participants must engage “with” the

system in order to collect data that is not only useful, but ethical. Without participants

being involved in design and usage, the authors indicate that data sampling may be

invasive. As we will show both in the remainder of this section and in Section 1.6,

in other systems, the participants are rarely viewed as designers of the system, and

are instead presented with a fully developed system which may have no controls or

limited controls through a set of designer selected parameters.

In the paper, a list of privacy and security techniques are briefly discussed. We

provide a short list of these techniques, but exclude references, which can be found

in the original paper. The value of such a list is that it illustrates a wide array of

tools that exist for designers considering participatory sensing design. While we do

not examine the application of these principles in other works, several appear in the

selected few works that we choose to review.

� Systems that provide warnings, notification, and/or feedback about privacy

� Ways to identify vulnerabilities in information systems (which could lead to

unintended data access)

� Systems that allow users to choose what data they want to submit

� Identity management

� Selective retention / “forgetting” data
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� Encryption of data

� Statistical anonymization

Personal and social variables dictate how a participant shares information. For

example, not revealing the location of one’s home, or appearing in a particular social

role such as a manager [25]. The environment affects these decisions by affecting

what a participant is comfortable with. Social norms, situational pressure, and per-

sonal relationships are just a few factors that can play into individual decisions about

privacy. Understanding of information flow, or beliefs about flow affects the willing-

ness of participants to share information. If there is belief that the flow of informa-

tion is very limited, the privacy risk is low. If there is an incomplete understanding of

where information can go, the potential privacy risk is higher and participants may be

more reluctant to contribute. Understanding information flow involves beliefs about

who has access to the information, how those entities spread information, and to

whom information is spread.

The paper introduces participatory privacy regulation, which is designed to allow

decisions at both the individual level and in groups. These decisions develop poli-

cies about how the sensing system can collect, store, and use data. Groups are sets of

multiple individuals, which are liable to have some social context. Consider a partici-

patory system that is designed to detect concentrations of volatile organic compounds

(VOCs). VOCs from sources such as paints are believed to pose a significant health

risk to humans, particularly in heavy concentrations. If a system was deployed, the

resulting data could be used to identify locations that could be linked back to indi-

viduals, as in the IED example from before. In addition to individual privacy being

at risk, the sensing campaign might reveal high concentrations that can be traced to

neighborhoods or facilities belonging to a particular company. This can result in so-

cial loss, such as a negative opinion of the group. Unlike individuals, since groups

are comprised of many entities, decision making can become more complicated. This

also supports our belief that privacy is a social, as well as ethical concern.

A binary ‘share or do not share’ system is not sufficient to meet the goals of

participatory privacy regulation. Instead regulation is a process. Users decide what

information about themselves can be accessed based on the context of requests. This

context has “specific, variable, and highly individual meaning in specific circum-

stances and settings.” Throughout the entire sensing campaign, privacy is an issue

which is put at risk in different ways. The first place to consider privacy is in decid-

ing which measurements are taken, and how much can be controlled about the mea-

surements. Examples of sampling control are deciding constraints about frequency

of samples, the resolution of measurements taken, and metadata about them. Once

the data is submitted, privacy decisions must be made based on who can access the

data, to what degree, and who can access which results. How long a system keeps

data that has been submitted is another detail that must be decided. This retention

decision affects the balance between privacy and verifiability of results.

Another point the authors make is that involvement in the process provides an

understanding of data policies and information flow. This can help the user make

decisions about valuation or willingness to participate in a given campaign. A design
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philosophy that can be taken away from this view is that context is given through

transparency, and providing information about data management is important to par-

ticipation when designing participatory sensing systems.

The authors present five principles to drive design under participatory privacy

regulation. We list those principles along with abridged explanations.

1. “Participant primacy”: As previously mentioned, participants should be in-

volved with the system design to avoid participation being invasive. Estrin

et al. express this by stating that all participants should also have the role of

“researchers”. This gives participants an understanding of the entire system

from data collection to use in applications, which leaves them better equipped

to make decisions about their privacy.

2. “Minimal and auditable information”: The sensor platform may allow collect-

ing far more data than necessary for the goals of the campaign. Minimizing

the amount of data collected decreases the risk to privacy, and makes both the

system and information flow easier to understand. “Coarse control” may al-

low the user to enable and disable collection, while “fine control” may allow

management of retention or data submission on a case-by-case basis. Imple-

menting fine control requires auditing mechanisms that are easy to use, which

is a significant challenge.

3. “Participatory design”: Participant input into the system’s design should be

done as a group process. Individuals have a hard time anticipating future risks

of a decision based on present privacy decisions [26]. Estrin et. al suggest that

communication with participants can highlight spatial or temporal regions of

concern or excitement.

4. “Participant autonomy”: The system’s design should provide a way to avoid

“the pitfall of relying entirely on configuration” by making privacy decisions

part of the normal participation workflow.

5. “Synergy between policy and technology”: Software and hardware alone are

insufficient to solve the problems of ethics. “Institutional policies” are re-

quired, with the system serving as a tool to help facilitate policies and the

enforcement thereof. Participatory policy making should include all parties in-

volved in the system. Whether responsibility for a given policy lies with the

policymakers or system is an issue that must be addressed separately for each

issue during system design.

We transition to a paper that discusses k-anonymity and l-diversity [8], properties

that quantify the degree of anonymity a user has in a dataset. k-anonymity is a term

often found in discussions of privacy, however we selected this paper both to show

the strengths and weaknesses of k-anonymity, and to study an approach that goes

further by introducing l-diversity.

Huang et al. state that in “typical” participatory sensing applications data is “in-

variably tagged with the location... and time”. This is required since in such ap-

plications, time and location are necessary contexts to extract information relevant
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to the sensing task. However, this is a privacy risk since it can reveal information

about users, particularly if multiple submissions can be linked together. The au-

thors then indicate that a priori knowledge of a user’s locations can be used to defeat

pseudonyms [27], or user identity suppression [28], and describe the effort required

as “fairly trivial”. Consistent with our beliefs about participatory sensing, the authors

recognize that participation is “altruistic”, meaning that it is a voluntary act. The vi-

olated privacy would introduce a significant cost to participants, and the risk of such

a loss may deter participation. Thus, it is important that privacy is considering in de-

signing a participatory sensing system. The emphasis of the paper is on spatial and

temporal privacy. There can be other kinds of privacy, for example in a campaign

related to health, it may be useful to cluster based on types of ailments. To compare

to tiles in 2D space for traffic, the health example might correspond to something

like blocks of International Classification of Diseases (ICD) codes.

Tessellation, a technique used in AnonySense [29] takes a real spatial location

and reports an artificial region (“tile”) with at least k users, instead of the actual

location. This type of modification is called generalization. k-anonymity [30] on an

attribute, means that at least k distinct users share a value for the given attribute.

Generalization is a natural way to achieve k-anonymity by reducing the resolution

of an attribute until each class shares at least k members. Because of generalization

results in a decrease in resolution, the authors are motivated to show that tessellation

may not be suitable for applications where higher precision in location information

is required. As an example, they mention traffic analysis which may require knowing

which road the measurement comes from. In order to achieve k-anonymity with an

acceptable k value using tessellation, the size of tiles may encompass several roads.

The system then has no way to determine which road the measurement is used for,

and thus cannot effectively perform the task of traffic analysis. The authors modify

tessellation to use the coordinates of the tile’s center, instead of just a tile ID, when

reporting. This alternate method, TwTCR, provides additional context which can help

the application determine which station the report is for. For example, simply using

the distance between the center and known stations may indicate that only one station

is near the center of the tile. Despite the inclusion of tile centers, if the tiles cover

a large area, the application may still be unable to determine which station a report

is describing. The authors introduce VMDAV, which is described below, for these

cases.

The authors also use microaggregation, which is another way to achieve k-

anonymity. This decision is influenced by the ability of microaggregation to be

used for continuous numeric attributes. Microaggregation creates equivalence classes

(ECs). Within an EC, members have a common value for sensitive attributes. The

authors observe that the common value is usually an average for that attribute. Clus-

tering is done to try and maximize similarity between members of the EC, where the

similarity metric for numerical attributes is often simply the L2 norm. Unlike tessella-

tion, which is a generalization method, microaggregation is considered a perturbation

method since attributes are not generalized, but otherwise altered. The implementa-

tion used is Variable-size Maximum Distance to Average Vector (VMDAV) [31].

Having introduced both TwTCR and VMDAV, the authors evaluate if there is
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a reason to one over the other. Through examples, the authors show that in some

situations TwTCR is better, while in other situations VMDAV is better. When the

users are distributed nearly evenly across regions, VMDAV performs better. If the

user distribution is dense, then TwTCR becomes the better choice. Based on both

findings a third method, Hybrid-VMDAV, is proposed. This method works by using

TwTCR if a cell has more than k users, and VMDAV otherwise.

To consider privacy vulnerabilities, there must be an adversary who attempts to

gain knowledge through the data available in the system. The authors assume that

there is an adversary with knowledge about their victims’ behaviors (spatially or

temporally), but do not have knowledge about the true location or time in reported

information. A simple example that the authors provide is the adversary overhearing

that their victim will have a medical treatment during a particular part of a specific

day. If the adversary has access to the reports, whether this is by being an administra-

tor of the sensing system or by a security exploit (such as eavesdropping), they may

be able to use the information from before to determine which group the victim is in.

From there, information about the group may reveal specifics, such as a cancer treat-

ment facility being located in that tile. Finally, the adversary can conclude that their

victim was treated for cancer, despite the k-anonymity, a failure known as “attribute

disclosure”. This shows that k-anonymity is not sufficient to protect against what are

called “background knowledge attacks” in literature [32].

Two types of disclosure can happen as a result of the information stored in the

system:

1. Identity disclosure - linking a specific record to an individual. (k-anonymity

protects against this.)

2. Attribute disclosure - private information revealed from the “semantic mean-

ing” of an attribute.

Again using the cancer patient example previously mentioned, the adversary can-

not know which of the k records in the tile with the treatment facility belong to their

victim, so there is no identity disclosure. However, since the tile is known to be in

the region of a treatment facility, which is semantic information, the adversary learns

that their victim has a specific medical condition. This is an example of attribute dis-

closure. In addition to the background information attack, there can be homogeneity

attacks. These use “monotony” of attributes to gather information. In the cancer ex-

ample, background information is used (the time at which the treatment is done) to

narrow down possible records, and homogeneity is used to determine that all remain-

ing records share a tile ID which contains the cancer treatment facility.

To rectify the above problem and further protect against disclosure, the authors

suggest use of l-diversity. The concept of l-diversity is that within any group, there

are at least l distinct values for a sensitive attribute. This prevents the conclusion in

the above example, since with higher l-diversity, the adversary cannot conclude that

his victim is specifically the report in the cancer treatment facility. In more general

terms, monotony corresponds to a low l value, so by increasing diversity, homogene-

ity attacks are increasingly difficult to perform, if at all possible. The authors note
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that l-diversity can be applied to a k-anonymity algorithm, and refer to an existing

l-diverse implementation of VMDAV, LD-VMDAV [33].

The structure of the system used consists of several components:

1. Mobile nodes (MN) - the actual mobile sensing devices (usually on humans,

but could be in cars)

2. Registration authority (RA) - Validates other components, gives security ele-

ments necessary for authentication (such as certificates).

3. Task server (TS) - Allows communication from applications to MNs, and does

not allow tasks that would violate the MN’s required privacy (k,l).

4. Report server (RS) - Combines reports, then submits them to the application.

5. Mix Network (MIX) - Responsible for facilitating anonymous communica-

tion. De-couples the identity of the sender from the report so any compo-

nent/application cannot figure out which reports come from a particular com-

ponent/application.

6. Anonymization server (AS) - Generates tiles for TwTCR and equivalence

classes for VMDAV.

The AS is responsible for facilitating privacy by taking requests from users re-

garding their required privacy (k and l values), and returning an anonymized value

that the MN can then report to the system. The authors assume that “the AS is owned

by a third-party operator and is isolated from attacks,” and that the AS does not col-

lude with other components to compromise user privacy. The authors also require

that the AS has periodic updates about the locations of MNs to effectively provide

privacy, and assume that MNs will trust the AS. However, the authors recognize that

in actual deployments blind trust in a third party entity also constitutes a single point

of failure and thus is not reasonable. To fix this, they suggest using Gaussian per-

turbation with a normalization factor p. The formal details are not covered in this

chapter. The authors recognize that perturbation on its own can be defeated, but sug-

gest it as an added layer of security and use Gaussian perturbation for simplicity.

Authors measure the performance of algorithms in simulations using the Dart-

mouth campus traces [34]. Performance is measured based on information loss (IL)

and positive identification percentage (PIP), which are defined in the original paper.

PIP is application specific, since a “correct association” may refer to the system iden-

tifying a single attribute or a tuple comprised of several attributes. A notable result is

that the performance is not affected by the percentage of users that participate, mean-

ing the algorithms can scale arbitrarily without performance loss. Hybrid-VMDAV

achieves higher PIP and lower IL than either VMDAV or TwTCR, however even

Hybrid-VMDAV’s PIP is only around 35%. The authors explain that the metric used

in experiments was a simple Euclidean distance, and that choosing a more advanced

metric could improve performance. Choosing a metric that is suited to the data de-

pends on the environment, application, and resulting attributes, and thus is some-

thing that must be considered during system design. Alterations during algorithm
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execution would result in a new set of tiles or equivalence classes being computed,

which would then invalidate older measurements or leave confusion as to which set

of anonymized attributes a given report referred.

The authors examined the effect of the Gaussian perturbation on location and

found that by increasing p, IL increased. This is expected since perturbation adds

noise to the data, and added noise results in higher loss of information. Proper selec-

tion of p can keep IL low and balance privacy and system performance. How to tune

this parameter is not discussed in the paper, but, as with other designs, finding suit-

able values for parameters should be part of system design and is likely dependent

on the application and current state of the network and environment.

As established in the previously discussed paper by Huang et. al [8], k-anonymity

is not a sufficient solution for preventing attribute disclosure. PoolView, a participa-

tory sensing application designed with privacy as a goal, develops further privacy

measures to overcome the shortcomings of k-anonymity [9]. In PoolView, data col-

lected from users is viewed as a time-series of values called “streams”.

PoolView is designed with the belief that there is no trust in the system outside

the nodes, and places the responsibility of data protection upon the nodes before

data submission. The authors observe that anonymity does not work if there is lo-

cation information since the resolution of data may have to be quite low in order to

provide anonymity through approximate location. Preventing location information

in a particular region may still indicate identity, and may create large areas with no

measurements by overlapping with areas where position is not measured.

Perturbation cannot protect because correlation between data and correlation be-

tween data and context. This correlation can be exploited by statistical tools such

as Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Tools can be used to make application-

specific noise so reconstruction cannot happen for an individual stream, but for in-

formation about the community it can. Since the individual is not at risk using such

tools, the authors indicate participants have no need for anonymity. Nodes run by par-

ticipants send information to pools after agreeing on a noise model. The pools can

then be accessed by applications to gain information with little error about aggre-

gate statistics, but cannot obtain information about individual measurements without

high error. As in several other systems discussed in this chapter, the application is

designed to be simple with the belief that this leads to usability.

The authors consider the application of collecting traffic statistics (which are

computed after measurements have been taken), and an ongoing average weight of

participants (which happens as data from streams arrive). These are only two exam-

ples of time-series data that could be used by PoolView. However, it is worth noting

that another design decision that must be made is when data can be accessed. De-

signing a system that allows partial data to be used means the system cannot have a

reliance on knowing the full data in order to process or present results.

The system works by having the pool send a user the noise model when the user

joins. The noise model has a distribution of parameters, and the user generates a

particular instance of parameters from this distribution. This noise is then added to

the user’s measurements prior to their submission to the pool. Having a distribution of

parameters means the communal noise can be guessed and removed to get aggregate
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information. The accuracy of this method is higher when there are more participants,

since the theoretical parameter distribution will be more closely matched. Getting

the model from an untrusted source is risky since the model could be designed to

make the stream vulnerable. For example, if the model is a constant, then the stream

is simply a shifted version of the actual time-series, which as previously indicated,

is not adequate protection. More complicated models, such as noise with a known

spectral range, can be used since a filter can then be applied to remove the noise. This

is not a problem, because noise model must fit the phenomenon. In other words, even

if the noise model describes a person gaining weight over time, but the participant’s

time-series indicates weight loss, this is still acceptable. The participant’s time-series

must be one that the noise model can generate using the parameters available with a

probable set of values. If this cannot be done, the model is a poor description of the

phenomenon. User can test with curve-fitting before deciding to submit a stream to a

pool. A tool is provided in the PoolView application based on two user parameters,

p1 (the fitting error threshold), and p2 (the threshold on probability that data was

generated by noise model).

In order for a pool to estimate the actual distribution of a series, the authors show

the systemmust solve a deconvolution problem. The formal math is omitted from this

chapter, but provided in the original paper. The approach used to solve this formula-

tion is the Tikhonov-Miller method [35]. In solving, two variables arise. The authors

refer to the first as the “regularization coefficient”, λ , which comes from needing to

provide an error bound, ε . The second parameter is in the method’s formulation and

is represented by ν . A larger value of ε means a larger upper bound on the recon-

struction error. The error decreases as the number of participants increases, but even

with low numbers of participants the error is reasonably small.

Since the noise is uncorrelated and the resulting signal-to-noise ratio is relatively

low, PCA does not work on PoolView’s approach. Through experiments, the authors

show that PoolView is resilient against PCA, while perturbation by white noise is

not sufficient to protect individual measurements. The authors also recognize that

the model is available and explain why this does not pose a problem. One attack is to

try to estimate the parameters used. Using MMSE (minimum mean squared error),

if the noise model is close to the actual phenomenon, and there are many candidate

noise streams, the authors deem the approach robust. This creates two ways for a

server to be malicious - send a model that does not match the phenomenon (in which

case MMSE may give a low-error result), or a very narrow set of possible parameters

for the model. If a user suspects a model of being inadequate, they can opt not to

submit to the pool. A participant’s parameters should not be at a tail of distribution

since either the user is unusual or the distribution is not representative. This poses

a risk of participants thinking a valid model is untrustworthy if they are anomalous.

The authors suggest that in social settings, a user may know if they are representative

of the community or not, and this can assist in their decision to trust or not trust the

pool. Another vulnerability is that the pool could change models. To solve this, users

can simply make a model a permanent decision and not allow the model on a stream

to change.

The authors claim that when making a model, there must be some belief about the
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phenomenon already. Otherwise sensor calibration and validation would be impossi-

ble, and no hypothesis could be formed. This poses a roadblock to using PoolView

as it has been described for exploratory campaigns. The authors indicate that, in lit-

erature, there are methods for extracting a model as a sensor network learns more

[36]. However, since the pool must make the modeling decision, it can only adapt

based on aggregate as opposed to individual measurements. The authors also suggest

that a low number of updates to the model could be sent out, but this must be bal-

anced against the security risk of receiving an updated poor model, a risk previously

mitigated by not allowing the model to change.

The authors indicate other techniques which include allowing clustering but pro-

tecting privacy via rotation, randomized response for non-quantitative data, and se-

cure multi-party computation. Citations for these approaches are in the original pa-

per. Secure multi-party computation is not feasible because the high communication

overhead, which is not scalable. Scalability is a key requirement of sensor networks.

In addition, the approach does not work with dynamic joining/leaving, such as what

might happen if the system allows coarse privacy control as described at the begin-

ning of this section.

1.6 Participatory Sensing Systems

So far we have discussed what participatory sensing is, and gone over many issues

that arise when thinking about design for participatory systems. We have also intro-

duced the idea of incentives, auctions, and how they relate to participation. Several

approaches to privacy have also been discussed. We now examine two systems that

are notable for taking several existing ideas and putting them together.

One often cited participatory sensing system is CarTel, which measured traffic

and vehicle information through participants and devices interacting with their cars

[1]. Cars were equipped with a GPS, making them into mobile sensors. Due to the

fact that cars were driven by humans, human mobility and patterns are integrated into

the system by design. One application of CarTel described in the paper was road traf-

fic analysis. The authors found that users had heuristics which influenced their routes.

They also found that travel times indicated routes were “reasonably predictable.” As

an extension, they observe that this means models of traffic delays should be possible

to build. In the context of the chapter, it is important to understand that this means

even vehicular mobility has patterns and these are influenced by human decision

making.

In addition to humans being drivers for vehicles, they may act as data mules and

physically transfer data by having an intermediate device such as a USB flash drive

or operating a wireless AP that can be utilized by nodes in the system. We do not

include an extensive discussion on delay tolerant networks (DTNs), however many

of the ideas about multihop communication and muling are a common topic in DTNs.

This suggests an avenue of research is studying human involvement in participatory

DTNs. The authors mention that “unplanned in situ Wi-Fi networks can in fact be

used with a delay-tolerant protocol ... such as CafNet...” with further details from
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their study in a separate paper [37]. The authors also observe that they are not the

first to consider Wi-fi usage, citing Infostations as an example [38].

CarTel uses existing work in “mobile systems, sensor data management, and

delay-tolerant networks”, and serves as a synthesis of ideas. This approach is worth-

while since, as mentioned several times in this chapter, traditional networks share

many of participatory sensing’s challenges and a large body of research already ex-

ists on addressing these problems in the context of distributed or wireless sensor

networks.

The system is composed of three main components

1. Portal (configuration, control, data storage)

2. ICEDB (delay-tolerant continuous queries)

3. CafNet (carry-and-forward network, delay-tolerant networking protocol)

The portal is the simple interface through which users are able to run applications

which can issue queries to nodes and allow users to see the results. Queries contain

information about which kinds of data are needed, at what resolution, frequency, and

prioritization. The authors recognize that data may exceed bandwidth, and some data

may be more important, or receiving summaries prior to the full data set may be

desired. Intra-query and inter-query priorities are supported. Once queries are pro-

cessed, data is sent back to the portal which stores data from nodes in a database.

Applications use traditional SQL queries to extract data from the database as it be-

comes available. This design is of interest since it recognizes that there may be deliv-

ery delays, but applications may need results before all data has arrived at the portal.

This allows perishable data to be consumed as it is available instead of potentially

expiring while the system waits for more measurements, and removes a point of syn-

chronization while still allowing a client-server architecture.

A web interface through the portal lets users look through the data. The authors

emphasize visualizations with geo-coded attributes, which indicates the importance

of location in their anticipated sensing campaigns. Since location plays a signifi-

cant role in CarTel’s data, the authors claim that traditional search methods such as

only using temporal locality may not be useful. Instead their interface incorporates

location-based searching in the design by having operators and areas of interest that

are defined graphically. The data available based on these criteria is then displayed.

This sort of data can be viewed as a privacy risk. For example, with sufficiently dense

geo-traces to infer identity, a user’s driving habits could be examined. Several illegal

driving activities such as speeding or trespassing could be in the recorded data, and

through this inference be tied to a particular user. To address privacy, the portal only

allows users to look at their own data. However this means someone with access to

the portal’s backend, or identity spoofing, could still compromise users. An alter-

nate that the authors suggest is anonymously reporting data or reporting aggregates.

Aggregated queries pose less of a privacy risk, but do not provide as in-depth data ex-

ploration opportunities. The authors note that the a limitation of CarTel is that there is

not a way to aggregate results across users while maintaining privacy. Furthermore,

they acknowledge that the correct queries could allow inference of users’ locations
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through targeted aggregate queries. Adapting CarTel to facilitate such queries is left

for future work.

Due to bandwidth and connectivity constraints, it is not always possible to deliver

all data in-order. Authors recognize that data may have different utility based on the

application, so local and global prioritiziation are implemented. This gives each data

tuple a score, with global prioritization done by sending a summary of the data and

receiving information from the portal. The advantage of the global prioritization is

that the portal can see data from all nodes and may be able to make dynamic decisions

that an independent node could not. Global prioritization is justified in much the same

way as global price vectors, described in the discussion of SORA in Section 1.4,

were. From both these examples, it is apparent that in designing systems, adding a

way for the system to influence or control network behavior allows global knowledge

about measurements and node states to be utilized.

Local prioritization uses two constructs:

� PRIORITY - numeric priority with higher numbers indicating more impor-

tant data. The authors suggest smaller data such as detecting an event be used

for high priority, using raw GPS as an example of low priority data. This of

course depends on the application.

� DELIVERY ORDER - specifies the ordering of results, this can be done

by a field name or a user defined function that computes a score based on

a tuple. Authors suggest the example of bisecting data for the purpose of

constructing a curve - the rough shape of the curve is more important to

deliver before smoothing the curve with additional data points. Simply using

ORDER BY (a SQL construct that orders by a column’s values numerically

or lexicographically) cannot perform contextual ordering like that used in the

bisecting function.

Global prioritization only uses SUMMARIZE AS, which specifies a mapping of

tuples to summarized tuples by using grouping and aggregation functions. The portal

computes an ordering, then sends the ordering to the node in question. The node then

returns data ordered in the same way as the server sends it.

To keep general, the authors describe the use of software-based “adapters” which

handle configuration of specific sensors on nodes and package measurements in a

standardized format to be inserted into the portal database. Adapters are stored on

the portal, and when required by an application they are sent to nodes. Nodes can

run multiple adapters to regulate different sets of sensors for different applications.

Similarly, CafNet has a layer called the “Mule Adaption Layer” (MAL) which al-

lows any device to be used to transport data providing the appropriate MAL driver

exists. While we do not discuss adapters or most technical implementation details,

the authors go into much greater detail in their paper.

CarTel is a valuable system not only because it demonstrates a real-world deploy-

ment of a participatory sensing network, but because it also provides insight that can

be applied to design. It is not necessary to create a system from scratch, but instead

by studying past solutions, new systems can be synthesized based on requirements.
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In CarTel, the goal was usage of distributed nodes through a simple interface with

low latency. The use of cars in a participatory sensing system shows that participa-

tion can involve more than just carrying a dedicated node with limited power around

on foot. Additionally the discovery that there are patterns in vehicular mobility is

valuable in addressing coverage and limitations of participatory sensing even with

vehicles.

Having explored the work of many other groups, we now examine the Privacy,

Power, and Participation-aware Auction Mechanism (P3AM) which we developed

in previous work [39]. Since this chapter emphasizes participatory sensing system

design, we describe our approach first.

The initial decision was to consider the general task of a entity that wants to

collect measurements with spatial and temporal information in each report. The in-

formation flows to a “data sink” which could be the controller, or a data broker which

could sell the data independent of the system. In addition to viewing the system as

synchronous, we considered that nodes would be some type of phone and thus the

existing cellular networks’ infrastructure would be usable. This meant we did not

focus on considering how data delivery happened, eliminating the need to design a

protocol like CafNet, which was described in CarTel earlier in this section. Addi-

tionally, this allowed us to view cellular towers as “data sinks”, and assume that the

service provider takes responsibility for the data upon arrival. This responsibility in-

cludes any privacy mechanisms, whether they be policy-based or a system such as

the ones described in Section 1.5. Either type of privacy mechanism can be done

on top of the system we describe, and does not affect using incentive for participa-

tion. Using cellular service providers was also advantageous because it meant instead

of a single controller, there could be distributed controllers. In our experiments, we

assume that towers do not communicate with each other, thus allowing for diverse

smaller auctions based on locations and mobility patterns of the participants. Lastly,

by using service providers, the system has a pre-established channel for distributing

incentives.

The work by Lee and Hoh on RADP-VPC in Section 1.4 guided our general

approach to using incentive. Like their work, we use risk-neutral adaptive bidding

behavior, ROI to model participant tolerance to loss, the idea that bids should en-

capsulate perceived costs of the bidder. However, our approach does not use the idea

of virtual participation credits, and instead of a single bid value to express concerns,

P3AM takes a user’s valuation and modifies it. The modifications come from sys-

tem defined curves describing the impact of battery level (to model node resources)

and the time since a measurement was last accepted (to model privacy), and blends

these with the participant’s valuation to produce a bid price. P3AM also has a pa-

rameter Pcheapest which allows P3AM to operate differently than a first price auction

by prioritizing a percentage of wins based on ROI. This incorporates participation

preservation by the ROI model’s definition, while still allowing bidding to affect the

probability of winning and the amount won in an auction round by a user. User under-

standing is something we believe is important, so P3AM is designed to be transparent

and easy to understand. The functions of battery level and privacy are supposed to be

simple functions to allow users to easily visualize the effects of a particular bidding
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strategy. System designers may consult directly with users when designing the in-

centive scheme, leading to participant involvement like that of participatory privacy

discussed in Section 1.5.

We also consider a second-price auction, PI-GVA [40]. With slight modifications

to account for the reverse auction, PI-GVA is a valuable mechanism to compare to

because it is designed for recurring auctions and is designed to be incentive compat-

ible. Incentive compatibility makes the bidding decision simple for users who trust

the system, since their true valuation will give them the highest utility. However, un-

derstanding the mechanism is difficult so users must know and trust that bidding their

true valuation is the best action. Adding in factors such as battery level may change

optimal bidding strategies and further complicate a second-price approach, so P3AM

uses a first-price (where price is either the bid or the RoI of the user) approach.

In our previous study [39], experiments were run over a variety simulation param-

eters to examine how first price auctions, PI-GVA, RADP-VPC, and P3AM behaved.

One of the assumptions we made that is not realistic was the use of random mobility.

To define how participants move in a more realistic manner, we examined mobility

traces of taxi movement in San Francisco [41, 42]. Taxis were chosen since their

routes are indicative of paths taken by many individuals in the population, and thus

are a good baseline for human mobility in a populated region. We consider a taxi to

represent a participant with a single data source only when the taxi is active (i.e. a

ride with a customer is in session). Since the taxi traces were originally spread over 3

weeks, we broke each trace apart into individual days of the week and overlaid them

on a new 24 hour trace. In other words, there would be one trace for all Mondays for

a given taxi, another for all Tuesdays, and so on. This yielded a set of movements that

still kept correlation of days and hour of the day but was less susceptible to unusual

trips being characterized as probable. 7606 such trips corresponding to the traces are

used in simulation with one participant per trace.

The effects of mobility were clearly seen in the average battery level of con-

tributors, shown in Figure 1.1. The fact that holes are present shows that using real

traces is important to understanding availability of data sources with respect to both

participation and location. The regions of holes is about 30 rounds in length which

corresponds to 5 hours. This is roughly the 01:00 a.m. to 06:00 a.m. time period in

which we would expect less participants to be active. Broadcasting a stationary lo-

cation (likely a participant’s home) for 5-8 hour span provides minimal information

to the system while greatly increasing the potential privacy loss for that participant.

These observations indicate that the use of taxi traces as a model of human mobil-

ity for populous regions is realistic, and highlights the importance of understanding

human mobility when designing a participatory sensing system.

Even with extremely low payout settings and very intolerant ROI β , less than 5%
of simulated participants stopped participating during the course of the experiments.

As a result, the battery level behavior, average price per measurement and number

of samples collected were dependent primarily on data source movement. Unlike the

random mobility case where various parameters in mechanisms had effects on be-

havior, the only effect seen in the trace-based experiments was that the average price

per measurement using PI-GVA grew sharply after the “region of holes” described
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Figure 1.1: Average Contributor Battery Level: Each data point is the average

(across all experiments) of the battery levels of all participants winning an auction

during a given round. If no data source contributed during a round, there is a “hole”

for that round.
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above. By the end of the day, PI-GVA’s average price per measurement was still

approximately 10 times higher than all other mechanisms, which had very similar

average prices to each other. The average price per measurements are shown in Fig-

ures 1.2(a) and 1.2(b). Node based parameters, namely tolerance and true valuation,

can cause the average price per measurement under PI-GVA to grow at a much faster

rate than any of the other mechanisms we studied.

Due to the difficulty in creating participant dropout from ROI being unsatisfac-

tory, we did not produce a trace-based case of explosion of incentive. However, the

fact that parameters needed to be drastically different to produce such an explosion,

and that using the same parameters as in the random mobility case we observed

very different behavior, indicates that parameters are highly specific to the nodes’

behavior. Since this is a participatory sensing application, this translates to needing

to understand human behavior’s impact on a system. Using testbeds or simulations

is an approach that can be used to tune parameters prior to a full-scale deployment

[12].

1.7 Conclusion

Participatory sensing is a type of sensor network applications which uses humans.

These uses may include providing mobility to sensing and processing platforms (by
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Figure 1.2: Average Price per Measurement: Each point is the average across all

experiments of the incentive awarded in exchange for a sample, regardless of if the

sample was at a point of interest or not. (a) View of the full curves (b) Zoomed in

view to compare P3AM, RADP-VPC, and first-price mechanisms

carrying hardware), acting as senors and processors (by deciding when to submit a

report or by annotating data), and designing policies for sensor systems. Designing a

system that involves human participation requires understanding challenges that arise

because of human behavior such as patterns in mobility and difficulties in maintain-

ing involvement.

In this chapter we have discussed only a sampling of the existing literature to

explore some of the lessons in designing participatory sensing applications. The in-

creased availability of powerful and versatile mobile hardware, coupled with a wide

array of potential applications suggest great potential for growth in the field. De-

signing systems requires an understanding of the application, and making design

decisions about various challenges, such as those described throughout Section 1.3.

While our focus has been on incentivizing systems to maintain participation, a real-

world deployment requires addressing many issues and combining work done in a

variety of independent problems. As the topic of participatory sensing becomes more

popular and more mature, we expect to see more effective systems that are more ad-

vanced and find innovative ways to address the multitude of design challenges.
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